
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS 
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JOHN RANSMEIER, Case No. 1 1 - 175 (1 1-640 CON) 

Plaintiff-Appellee, 

v. 

UAL CORP., et al., 

REPLY TO OPPOSITION OF 
APPELLEES TO MOTION 
TO SUPPLEMENT RECORD 
OR FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 

Defendants-Appellees , 

ELLEN MARIANI, 
Proposed Intervenor1 
Party in Interest- 
Appellant 

Appellant Ellen Mariani hereby replies as follows to the Oppositions filed 

by both John Ransmeier, Appellee and United Air Lines, Inc./United 

Continental Holdings, Inc. (fka UAL Corporation), Appellee, to her motion to 

either supplement the record on appeal or for judicial notice: 

RANSMEIER 

1. The gist of Ransmeier's Opposition is that there can never be a way 

for a party to an appeal to bring to the attention of the Court of Appeals for the 

first time during pendency of the appeal the questionable connections of the 

lower court judge to the parties affected by his ruling. This proposition must 

be rejected. The brush that Ransmeier sweeps with is so broad that it would 

exclude judicial notice or supplementation of the record even of (hypothetical) 

front page newspaper accounts of a judge's extramarital affair with appellee's 
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lawyer, or the judge's arrest for accepting a bribe from a party to the case. 

According to Ransmeier that would be mere "hearsay." Ransmeier cuts with 

a blunt blade. In the hypothetical, how would an appellant be expected to bring 

a judge's bias to the court's attention if not through request for supplementation 

or judicial notice? The appellant is unlikely to be able to get an affidavit from 

a knowledgeable (often adverse) party in one of the events hypothesized--or for 

that matter, in the circumstances actually at issue here. Ransmeier, true to his 

own indifference to conflicts of interest, would simply have the Court of 

Appeals ignore such reports. That cannot be the law. 

2. The difference between the above hypotheticals and the information 

proffered in this case is one of degree, not of kind. The difference goes not to 

relevance, but to weight. A court typically does not exclude relevant evidence 

just because it is not dispositive, F.R.E. 402, but instead takes the weight of the 

evidence into account in its decision-making. Evidence of a judge's absence of 

impartiality is relevant to whether that judge harbored erroneous preconceptions 

in the course of ignoring a party's conceded conflict of interest since it has a 

"tendency to make a fact more ...p robable than it would be without the 

evidence," F.R.E. 401, i.e. it is more likely that a district court judge 

insensitive to the appearance of partiality or anomalies would err in ruling-- 

without a word of explanation--that a conflicted party could adequately protect 

the property interest of a prospective intervenor, than it is that another judge 

would so err. It is also more likely that a judge untroubled with the "niceties" 

of federal practice but equally as fixated on settling cases would more readily 

opt to dispense with procedural propriety in favor of approving an anomalous 

settlement than would another judge. 

3. The reality is that a federal judge is indeed given some leeway in 
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interpreting federal rules, F.R. C .P. 1 ("These rules.. .should be construed and 

administered to secure the just, speedy and inexpensive determination of every 

action and proceeding"), and the Court of Appeals in some instances will need 

all the information it can get to determine the propriety of a judge's departure 

from the rules. The appeals court may not always have optimum information 

for determining whether the unstated components of the lower court's decisions 

were fairly balanced. Supplementation or judicial notice regarding the judge's 

unusually close ties to certain defendants can help the reviewing court determine 

whether "speedy and inexpensive" was obtained on the back of "just. " 

4. Moreover, although Ransmeier charges that the documents proffered 

by Mariani are all "hearsay," and in some cases "multi-level hearsay" 

(Ransmeier provides no examples of the latter), the rule against hearsay can 

only be used to exclude writings "offered in evidence to prove the truth of the 

matter asserted" where there is no applicable exception. F.R.E. 802, 803. 

Some of the documents appended to Mariani's declaration are public records, 

F.R.E. 803(8) (specifically SEC filings and court records from the 9/11 

litigation), and many are records where there are circumstantial guarantees of 

trustworthiness, including the guarantees that can be inferred by cumulation, 

F.R.E. 807, or by appearance in such highly regarded newspapers as The New 

York Times and Ha'aretz. Ransmeier has not disputed the accuracy of any of 

the statements made in the documents, but instead wants to use the medium 

through which some of the documents were obtained ("the Internet") as an all- 

purpose bogeyman, never mind that many public documents and other reliable 

documents are now available on the Internet. Some of the documents appended 

to the Mariani declaration are not even offered to prove the truth of the 

statements made therein, i.e. the article from Wikipedia or the article written by 
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Christopher Bollyn, but as gloss or background. Moreover, it is the appearance 

of connections and thus the appearance of partality that is in issue in Mariani's 

motion, and she is not even required to establish the truth of Judge Hellerstein's 

asserted connections to have her contentions regarding the appearance of those 

connections considered. The standard for granting judicial notice of adjudicative 

facts in particular is very liberal: "A court shall take judicial notice if requested 

by a party and supplied with the necessary information" (emphasis added). 

F.R.E. 201(d). A judicially noticed fact is one "capable of accurate and ready 

determination by resort to sources whose accuracy cannot reasonably be 

questioned. " F. R.E. 20 1 (b). The necessary elements are satisfied here. 

5. Ransmeier's contention that the open-ended F. R. A .P. 10(e)(3) cannot 

be used to supplement the record with evidence of a judge's connections to 

parties cannot be taken seriously, when that Rule reads so broadly that "all other 

questions as to the ... content of the record must be presented to the Court of 

Appeals. " 

6. Ransmeier asserts that Mariani must have known prior to now that 

documentation for Judge Hellersein's ties to defendants through his son's Israeli 

law firm existed, based on her "penchant" for searching the internet, but he has 

proved neither such a penchant (or such an obligation), or that her contrary 

explanation regarding the timing of her discovery in her declaration is untrue. 

Moreover, as Mariani has also testified, it is one thing to see Internet innuendo 

and another to discover footnotes linked to reliable documentation. 

7. The documents attached to the Capace Declaration are of no relevance 

to whether the record should be supplemented or whether judicial notice taken 

of Judge Hellerstein's connections, and they should be ignored. A probate 

court order preventing Mariani from speaking to "the press " is particularly 
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irrelevant to her motion, and should be stricken. Capace apparently thinks that 

by making an hominem attack on Mariani he can disprove what she has 

painstakingly showed through hundreds of pages of documents, but even at that, 

he does not even offer proof, but only hypotheses, for what he believes are his 

most damning allegations ("it appears that Mrs. Mariani and her counsel gave 

an interview to Mr. Bollyn") (emphasis added)--which conjecture is in fact false. 

8. Contrary to the claim of Ransmeier (in Footnote I), Mariani is not 

suggesting that supplementation or notice is appropriate in this instance merely 

because supplementation was granted to Ransmeier, but rather that there would 

be no greater prejudice to Ransmeier through this supplementation than there 

was to Mariani through the supplementation allowed to Ransmeier (which came 

after Mariani had filed her opening brief and without any opportunity granted 

by the Court of Appeals to Mariani to address Ransmeier's supplementation or 

modify or add to her brief). 

9. Mariani is content largely to let the "reasonableness" of her concerns 

about Judge Hellerstein's connections speak for themselves; however, Mariani 

simply notes that the footnote of Ransmeier (Footnote 2) about the impossibility 

of a federal judge knowing about the type of connections here is alarmist and 

exaggerated.' Mariani asserts that when a federal judge with pronounced 

' Mariani submits that the chances of a U.S. federal judge having the sort 
of connections that are shown in Mariani's moving papers are actually very slim, 
and that one could probably count on the fingers of two hands all of the federal 
judges in the United States who would have had any connections at all to any 
of the 9/11 defendants or their affiliates or partners. The first thing a federal 
judge should do before accepting a case is identify the parties and determine 
whether his or her involvement would create the appearance of partiality. 

It is also hard to regard as authoritative any comments on judicial ethics 
from an appellee who is apparently unable to distinguish between a "cannon" and 
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emotional and other ties to a small foreign nation knows he is adjudicating a 

case involving one or more defendants allegedly domiciled in or controlled from 

within that nation--let alone defendants with sensitive security assignments--and 

that when he has a close family member (by consanguinity in the first degree) 

working for a prominent law firm in that nation, there should be an expectation 

that he would find out whether that family member believes his law firm may 

have some connections to the case--or for that matter that the judge would 

himself know about some of these connections on his own, especially when 

there is a relatively small cadre of people involved in the security industry in 

that nation. And of course the state of Israel is not just foreign nation, but 

one which occupies a central role in recorded Western world history and whose 

security interests have often been regarded as superior to any and all other 

interests. Moreover, the statement that Mariani made in her declaration, that 

Israel benefitted from the events of 911 1, cannot reasonably be disputed and can 

itself be the subject of judicial notice by anyone who was paying attention to the 

public comments of Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu shortly after the 9111 

attack. When asked what the attacks meant for relations between the United 

States and Israel, Netanyahu stated, "It's very good," before correcting himself 

to say, "well, it's not good, but it will generate immediate sympathy. "3 

10. Finally, the crowning vainglory of Ransmeier's Opposition is his 

allegation that Mariani has "crossed over" a boundary of permissible 

commentary to engage in electronic "stalking," which is a crime in many 

a "canon," although that freudian confusion of terms does seem completely 
consistent with the preferred modus operandi of Ransmeier and his allies. 

This was followed on 91121201 1 by a report in the New York Times with 
the quasi-religious headline, "Spilled Blood Is Seen as Bond That Draws Two 
Nations Close." 
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jurisdictions. Mariani did no such thing, nor has Ransmeier established the 

elements of Internet "stalking," nor could he. It will be a disastrous day indeed 

in American jurisprudence when a party cannot adduce documents showing the 

affinities and connections of a judge's family members to Israeli-linked 

defendants as part of a reasoned presentation on the judge's absence of 

impartiality, without being inaccurately branded as "anti-semitic" and without 

having to look fearfully over her shoulder at the thought police serving the 

interests of entrenched power at the expense of public disclosure. 

UNITED AIR LINES, ET AL. 

11. The motive and lack of objectivity of Appellee United Air Lines, et 

al. ("UAL") is clear from the very first word of its Opposition, in that UAL 

would like the Court to regard Mariani as a "non-party" Appellant, which is a 

contradiction in terms. Mariani is obviously a party to this appeal, which is all 

that is necessary for the purpose of her motion. Moreover, the documents she 

has proposed for the Record or for judicial notice are every bit as connected to 

her argument that she should have been allowed to intervene in the lower court, 

which she is explicitly allowed to make as an appellant prospective intervenor 

under authorities previously cited, as they are to any argument that the court 

approved a settlement as to which she admittedly was not permitted to be a 

party, but which she was allowed to comment on per this Court's prior act. 

12. Contrary to the impression that UAL would like to create, Mariani 

has not contended that the mere involvement of Judge Hellerstein in "Jewish- 

American" causes is integral to his indifference to the appearance of partiality 

based on connections to Israeli-linked defendants ICTS and Huntleigh, but rather 

she has pointed to specific organizational connections to the State of Israel. 
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13. Curiously, UAL in its opening paragraph omits all mention of the 

Israeli parent company of Huntleigh, ICTS N.V. ("ICTS "), which was as much 

a party to the Mariani Action as were Huntleigh and Boeing and which is as 

implicated in her motion as the two parties UAL wants to acknowledges4 

14. UAL further mischaracterizes Mariani's position by saying that she 

has stated that there is "no [I logical reason [other than Hellerstein's 

connections] why neither Huntleigh or Boeing contributed to the Mariani 

settlement." Mariani's statement is much more nuanced, merely noting the 

anomaly that the very defendants (three of them) to whom Judge Hellerstein is 

connected through his son's law firm apparently did not contribute to the 

settlement or at least did not sign the settlement agreement. 

15. UAL has stated no basis for its assertion that all the documents 

appended to Mariani's declaration are "mischievous speculation and innuendo" 

other than to link them to the Internet, and Mariani has addressed that issue 

already in her discussion of the Ransmeier Opposition. 

16. UAL, like Ransmeier, has failed utterly to confront the questions 

raised when a conflict of interest or appearance of partiality on the part of the 

trial judge is discovered only during the pendency of an appeal. None of the 

cases UAL has cited regarding supplementation of the record are on point with 

late-discovered connections of the judge, and it is quite obvious that UAL 

instead wants this Court to rule reflexively based on inapposite precedent. 

Through filings made in the 911 1 litigation master case, No. 21-MC-101, 
i.e. Docket Number 1420, ICTS has proved that it is actually the grandparent of 
Huntleigh rather than the parent, since ICTS NV owns ICTS U.S. which owns 
the shares of Huntleigh. Also, ICTS and Huntleigh shared a $150M insurance 
policy. An inference of common control for the purposes of determining an 
appearance of partiality can still fairly be made. 
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17. Finally, UAL has fueled the suspicions that Mariani has had, but that 

she has not yet been in a position to prove because her status as intervenor was 

never recognized, that the settlement that UAL and Ransmeier have tried to 

force on her was likely affected by the fact that one ore more parties 

"exhausted" their insurance limits. UAL admits that Huntleigh sought to be 

dismissed from the 911 1 litigation generally because it claimed it had exhausted 

its insurance limits5--while at the same time failing to acknowledge that ICTS 

was in fact dismissed from the Bavis case. (Mariani Dec., Exhibit 20). UAL 

has also misled the Court of Appeals by stating that Judge Hellerstein has 

"repeatedly denied Huntleigh's motions to dismiss" without also noting that it 

was Judge Hellerstein who approved a massive settlement with property damage 

claimants that apparently led to Huntleigh's perception of its invulnerability to 

the claims of Bavis and presumably to the claims of Mariani. Given that filings 

in the master litigation, and especially an unattested footnote found on page 4 

of one of Huntleigh's dismissal requests (Docket Number 1329 filed 11/10/2010 

in 21 MC 101) do in fact suggest that Huntleigh escaped any obligation to 

contribute to the Mariani settlement and that only United has contributed funds-- 

despite a global settlement having supposedly been reached with the Mariani 

Estate in 2007 before there was any issue of exhaustion and despite the 

participation of Huntleigh attorneys in a May 2010 discussion with the court 

about escrowing of funds as documented by Mariani in her motion--the 

anomalous character of the settlement 

The motion for dismissal was no1 
Huntleigh was a named defendant therein. 

approval is even more pronounced. 

filed in the Mariani Action even though 

In following the trail suggested by UAL in its Opposition, by starting with 
the document found at Docket Number 1369 in the 911 1 master litigation, 2 1 MC 
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WHEREFORE, notwithstanding the arguments stated by Ransmeier and 

UAL in opposition to Mariani's Motion, the Court of Appeals is asked to order 

supplementation of the Record on Appeal or alternatively to take judicial notice 

of the documents appended to the Mariani Declaration filed in support of her 

Motion, showing the connections of Judge Hellerstein to defendants below. 

IS/ Bruce Leichty 

Attorney for Ellen Mariani, Appellant 

101, one also arrives at the reasons given by Judge Hellerstein for not allowing 
Huntleigh to be dismissed from the 911 1 litigation, in his order of 12/1/2020, 
Docket Number 1345, 2 1 MC 10 1, preceding his order denying reconsideration 
of that order, Docket Number 1369. Among other things, Judge Hellerstein 
noted that his approval of the massive property damage settlement agreement 
whereby Huntleigh had "bought peace" was still on appeal by owners of various 
World Trade Center entities, but he did not deny that he had allowed Huntleigh 
to exhaust its insurance limits by entering into that settlement. This 
extraordinary act of approval came despite the fact that Judge Hellerstein had 
continually assured claimants that his procedures were designed to assure that 
parties opting to hold out for settlement or trial would be treated no differently 
than those settling early, and it came accompanied by shrugs by Judge 
Hellerstein that it made no difference whether United had to pay settlements by 
itself or whether Huntleigh contributed. See colloquy recorded in a transcript of 
a court hearing of May 27, 2010, Docket Number 1330-6, 21 MC 101. 
Curiously, the dismissal or summary judgment motions of both Huntleigh and 
ICTS, Docket Numbers 1328 and 1419 respectively, also show either that they 
did not seek dismissal in the Mariani Action, or that even though Huntleigh did 
mention the Mariani Action in its pleading as one of two remaining wrongful 
death actions (the other being Bavis), Judge Hellerstein inexplicably didn't file 
his order in the Mariani Action but did in the Bavis action (Docket Number 
1345)--no doubt one of the "niceties" that the judge believed stood in the way 
of finalizing settlement. 
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